
Calon Cymru Year 8 Rugby Team – Welsh Cup 

 

After winning their regional competition, Calon Cymru Year 8 Rugby Team drew an away fixture to 

Llanfair Caereinon in the first round of the Welsh Cup. The game started at a great pace, with the 

away side showing their intent to play a quick expansive game. This proving too much for the home 

team defence as they struggled to cope with the speed of the ruck and how well the Calon Cymru 

back line (organised superbly by their outside half and Captain Tom Hughes), then utilised the ball 

using the full width of the pitch and resulting in two early tries. This pretty much continued 

throughout the first half with the away team going into the break with a convincing 32 points to nil 

lead. 

 

The second half started a little scrappy with Calon Cymru making a few uncharacteristic errors 

allowing Caereinon to have much more ball where they displayed some hard aggressive running at 

the away team’s defence. However, with some tireless displays of courage and the determination to 

get off their line, the Calon Cymru pack allowed them no room to breathe, with Sam Bridgewater, 

Tristan Tena-Cumberland, and Eli Mathias leading the way. Likewise, in the backs with Tom Hughes, 

Alun Powell and Louis Davies showing great line speed and more often than not driving the 

opposition back in the tackle. This, complemented by some great turnovers by Tristan Tena-

Cumberland and his fellow backrower, Sam Bridgewater, Calon Cymru were soon back into their 

structure of utilising their forwards to carry strong ball forward, before scrum half George Stuart-

Lyon whipped the ball away allowing the backs the space they needed to do the damage. A great all 

round display from all the 20-man squad against a hard aggressive Caereinon team who kept fighting 

until the end. Final score Llanfair Caereinion 0-44 Calon Cymru. 

 

Calon Cymru now proceed into the last 32 of the competition in the hope to do that little bit better 

than last year’s 8s and 9s who got to the quarter and semi-finals of the competition respectively. 


